
Keith Franklin Jathanna
An experienced Technology enthusiast with a demonstrated history of
working on high-value projects for clients across multiple geo-locations.
Skilled with leadership traits and technical acumen, looking for a team to
join and add value.

(+91) 8095679434
keith30895@gmail.com
Website:https://keithfranklin.xyz
LinkedIn: https://rb.gy/1nw2i6
Github: https://rb.gy/z7qo0w

EXPERIENCE

Aubergine, Remote(Ahmedabad) - Tech Lead
December 2023

Neutrinos, Bangalore - Product Lead
January 2022 - April 2023

- It was an interpretation of a new-age rules engine. The objective
of the product was to simplify the business operation to configure
new products.

- It was built on the NodeJS, angular and Postgresql stack and
leveraged Redis for a cache system and Rabbitmq for a message
queueing system.

Neutrinos, Bangalore - Principal Lead - Tech ventures
January 2022 - April 2023

- Developed and implemented strategies to expand the company's
partner network, focusing on creating specialized narratives
tailored to composable application development and design-first
development.

- E�ectively led a team to develop resources and template apps for
the rapid creation of minimum viable products (MVPs) and
e�cient prototyping.

Neutrinos, Bangalore—Technical Lead
June 2019 - December 2021

- Identify and provide solutions/algorithms to various teams to
meet business requirements.

- Integrating with multiple third-party solutions like BPM-engines,
document e-signing applications, DataLakes andmanymore.

- Deliver solutions for clients - more professional in di�erent
geolocations, Recent clients: Ingredion-USA, Ingredion-Thailand,
Aviva-Singapore, MPIG-Malaysia, Telesure-South Africa.

Neutrinos, Bangalore— Associate Product Engineer
November 2017 - June 2019

SKILLS

➔ Web development framework
◆ Angular★★★★★
◆ React ★★☆☆☆

➔ Other Technologies:
◆ GraphQL ★★★☆☆
◆ OAUTH 2 ★★★★☆
◆ RabbitMQ &

Kafka ★★☆☆☆

◆ CI/CD ★★★★☆

➔ Database Design &
Development:
◆ MongoDB ★★★★☆

◆ PostgreSQL ★★★★☆

◆ MySQL ★★★☆☆

◆ Oracle DB ★★★☆☆

◆ Microsoft-SQL★★★☆☆
➔ Programming languages:

◆ NodeJS★★★★☆
◆ Dart ★★★☆☆

◆ Python★★☆☆☆
➔ Non-Technical

◆ Timemanagement
◆ Delegation
◆ Prioritization
◆ Solution Design
◆ Process-driven

EDUCATION

Bachelors in Engineering
(Computer Science) - AMC
Engineering College, Bangalore,
Karnataka
August 2014 - June 2017

References - Available on
request.
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